
To ensure that the system you get is tailored to 
your needs, we offer an array of feeders and high 
capacity autoloading options. And what’s more, 
the BB300 Solo is very user-friendly. The excellent 
price-performance ratio and the exceptional Buhrs 
premium service makes this system so very 
attractive for any service company with a clearly 
defined portfolio of customers which demand 
mailings with standardized contents.

The BB300 Solo is a high-performance system 
at a fair price – both factors geared in equal 
proportions towards increasing the systems 
competitiveness and the customer’s satisfaction. 

Buhrs quality at an attractive price

Are you planning on expanding your services in 
the mailing industry? Are you specialised in offering 
services to a wide range of customers who require 
standardised mailings? If the answer to any of 
those questions is “Yes!”, then the BB300 Solo is 
exactly what you need. This envelope inserting 
system was especially designed for same sized 
mailings in all popular DIN formats and even 
for special formats. Quick and simple adjust-
ments make low volume machine-processed 
mail economically viable. High volume mail is 
processed swiftly and without hitches, allowing 
your production personnel to get the next run 
prepared instead of having to constantly monitor 
the production process. 
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Folding Feeder

Rotary Feeder

Shuttle Feeder

The right decision - for sure

One thing the BB300 Solo has going for itself is the 
robust, tried and approved design. The system 
can easily be upgraded with various automated 
manual process steps and additional insert feeders. 
If you have discovered a market niche that’s just 
right for you or have an especially attractive one-off 
project coming your way – the BB300 Solo with 
its quick and simple adjustment routines will allow 
you to efficiently deal with all jobs. As an option, 
the BB300 Solo comes with a two year warranty 
or a guaranteed 20 million insertions. With the 
additional warranty period, a Buhrs technician 
will visit twice a year to carry out a preventative 
maintenance routine. 

If you decide later that you need a more flexible 
system which can support the production of invoices 
or can selectively feed inserts? If you decide on 
the need to upgrade to a complete modular Buhrs
envelope inserting system within the first two years 
of operation, we will accept your well serviced and 
maintained BB300 Solo as trade-in at very favourable
conditions. Together with the long warranty periods, 
this option makes sure that you are always protecting 
your investment. Buhrs is a reliable partner interested 
in advancing your business development with words 
and deeds. 

What the BB300 Solo can do for you

The BB300 Solo has a robust mechanical design 
and built-in user-friendliness. Our skilled employees 
need only a single day to get the system up and 
running at your facility. The “open architecture” of 
the equipment will help you to use the equipment 
efficiently in no time at all. And your in-house 
technicians will quickly come to terms on how to 
service the system. And what’s more: The total 
cost of ownership (TCO) of the BB300 Solo is 
very low!



Your advantages
• For a period of two years, you can rely on low 
 calculable costs.
• Your equipment will be regularly serviced, 
 which prevents downtimes and ensures 
 long-term protection of your investment.
• A Buhrs technician will regularly visit your 
 production facility and will take the time 
 needed to answer any questions your employees 
 have concerning operation and maintenance 
 of the equipment. 

Do not hesitate to contact us if you need further 
information or if you would like to take us up on 
this offer. 

Feeders
The feeders listed below can be added to the 
BB300 Solo in any order:

•  Folding feeder  
• Vacuum/Friction feeder 
• Rotary feeder
• Shuttle feeder

And if needed, these feeders can be moved and 
used with any other envelope inserting system 
of the Buhrs BB300 Series.

The BB300 Solo at a glance

The BB300 Solo stands out with its robust design, 
user-friendliness and fair price. The system will 
have you prepared to meet the demands of each 
and every standard application, thus giving you 
ease of mind when accepting an order from your 
customer. Other advantages are:

• High net output: The intelligent handling of 
 missed or double sheets optimises the 
 effective output – increasing the productivity 
 per employee.
• Intelligent Control System for fault minimisation
• Large format variety with numerous possible 
 applications
• Extensive warranty

Double savings with the additional 
warranty period for the BB300 Solo

The standard warranty period is one year or 
10 million insertions, but the BB300 Solo can be 
purchased with an extended warranty period 
of two years or 20 million insertions. Within 
the additional warranty period, Buhrs will send 
expert technicians twice a year for an inspection 
and preventative maintenance routine. In addition,
Buhrs will deliver and install spare parts (not in-
cluded are wear parts and respective maintenance). 
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The Buhrs Group:

www.buhrs.com

Buhrs is the leading worldwide provider of mailing 
and fulfilment solutions. The company develops, 
manufactures, sells and services systems for film and 
paper wrapping, envelope inserting and fulfilment. 

Buhrs systems prepare media products, such as 
magazines, newspapers, documents, direct mail 
products, books, videos, compact discs and cards, 
for distribution. 

Buhrs is partner to postal organisations, publishers, 
printers, binders, mailing houses, letter shops, banks, 
service bureaus, insurance companies, fulfilment 
companies and many other companies ranging from 
medium-sized to leading businesses. 

With over 4,500 systems installed worldwide and four 
new installations per week, Buhrs is well-established 
and proud of its reputation for quality and reliability. 

Headquartered in Rotterdam, Buhrs has a network 
of subsidiaries in the Netherlands, Germany, 
France, the United Kingdom, Finland, the United 
States of America, Japan and China as well as 
industry-qualified distributors to provide global 
coverage. 

Technical Specification

Mechanical performance
- 10,000 envelopes per hour

Envelope formats
- min. 114 x 162 mm
- max. 250 x 353 mm

Product formats
- min. 105 x 148 mm
- max. 229 x 324 mm

Product thickness 
- 3 mm for rotary feeder
- 10 mm for shuttle feeder
- 13 mm for vacuum-/friction feeder
- 80 gsm – max. 180 gsm paper weight 
 for the folding feeder

Modularity 
- 6-element or 8-element feeder basis
- Space-saving assembly thanks to flexible 
 architecture, this means various alter-
 natives are possible with respect to the   
 control and exit sides. 
- Design: right-right or left-left as mirrored 
 version
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